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POINTS OF INTEREST… 

Tipster Champions League 
BetFan Daily Blog Updates 
BetFan Racecards & Ratings 
BetFan App For iOS 
BetFan App For Android 
BetFan TV 
Become A Tipster 
Become An Affiliate 
Help & Support 

SOCIAL MEDIA… 

Facebook 
Twitter 
Google Plus 
Youtube 

YOUR FREE TIPS… 

BetFan Free Tips 
Win Free Tips 
BetKudos Free Tips 
TipsterTV Free Tips

GOOD MORNING! 

Welcome to the Monday Issue of 
Your BetFan Sports Fix. 

Your free daily tips are now available 
and today they’re courtesy of BetFan’s 
Best of The Best, Lucky 7 Naps, Early 
Odds and The Inside Edge.


CLICK HERE they are ready and 
waiting for you and we wish you the 
best of luck with all todays sports 
betting.


Catch you again tomorrow morning.


Yours In Sport,


BetFan
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Make Your Racing Analysis Much Easier 
By Michael Wilding 
It’s common practice for punters to start their racing analysis about half 
way through the process. This is because it has become generally 
accepted that to make a profit at horse racing you need to find… 

…the winner!


Don’t worry, I’m not going to argue that you don’t need to find the winner of the race 
(although that does depend to an extent on your bet type) but what I want to show 
you right now, is that by doing this you are making it much harder to make a profit.


Why?


Because if you start by looking for the winner you have missed out on a crucial 
stepping stone. It’s like standing at the edge of the lake and trying to jump to the 
island in the middle straight away, rather than using the stepping stone between you 
and the island.


When you first start your form reading what you should be doing is focusing on one 
thing only, and that one thing is not finding the winner.


It’s finding contenders.


We can classify a contender as a group of horses that have a very strong chance of 
winning the race. It’s this group we should be focusing our initial analysis on.


The reason is, that there’s usually more than one horse that has a strong chance of 
winning a race, in fact there is often more than two. By jumping straight into looking 
for a winner we’re making the job much harder for ourselves. Most successful 
bettors are only going to win about 20% of the time, if you start by focusing your 
efforts on finding contenders then you should be able to pick a group of 3 containing 
the winner around 70% of the time.


As you can see the difference is huge.


Just psychologically this stage is very necessary because it is easier to do and the 
success boosts moral and gives confidence to continue. There are different methods 
of classifying a contender but my personal is a horse that finishes within 2 lengths of 
the winner. I actually adjust this slightly depending on the race conditions but 
starting with 2 lengths is a very good starting point.
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So what we want to do is change your approach. It doesn’t matter whether you are 
using ratings, form reading or building systems. The first step should always be to 
identify the horses within your racing niche that are contenders in the race. As 
always, you should be focusing on a specific niche within racing to do this on.


Once you are finding the contenders then the jump to making a profit is 
comparatively easy.


Why?


Because you are already finding the runners that are strongest to win the race. All 
you need to do now is determine the best way to bet them. And a little tip for you 
here…


Betting the strongest is not always going to make you the most profit!


By changing your approach to this you are going from something that is very 
difficult…


• Look for a single horse that is going to win the race


To something that is significantly easier…


• Look for multiple horses that have a strong chance of being near the winner


I assure you that if you start to do this you will find your racing analysis becomes 
much easier.
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Koeman Is The Sack Race Favourite - 
By Rick Elliott 
It’s another international break in football and it has come at the worst time for 
Ronald Koeman. The Everton manager is the favourite for the next Premier League 
manager to get the boot and traditionally Everton are not a sacking organization. 
However, when there are rows of empty seats and booing supporters of the People’s 
Club are making a clear statement to the hierarchy. 


Koeman is steeped in the tradition of Holland and Barcelona. He scored the first goal 
for Holland that effectively meant England did not qualify for the 1994 World Cup. 
When Barcelona beat Sampdoria 1-0 in the final of the European Cup at Wembley in 
1992 Koeman scored the winning goal for a Barca team that included Pep Guardiola 
in midfield. There managerial careers are now poles apart. 


While Manchester City are odds-on to win the Premier League Ronald Koeman is 
4/7 with Ladbrokes to be the next Premier League manager to leave his job which 
could be through a sacking or resignation. Koeman is destined to be the manager of 
Holland and/or Barcelona and he could soon be in a position to take one of the jobs 
because his days look numbered at Everton.


Enable was a stunning winner of the Arc yesterday but it’s the sublime to the 
ridiculous with the racing today. After a brilliant performance in the most prestigious 
race in Europe it’s back to typical Monday fare with ordinary meetings at Stratford, 
Newton Abbott and Bath. The theory that identified Cote D’Azur as a leading 
contender for the frame in the Cambridgeshire on Saturday (3rd at 66/1) has 
pinpointed Suffice (Stratford 3pm) as a horse to back.


Suffice is top rated and with a rider’s allowance in a thirteen runner handicap so 
each way bets are settled at one quarter the odds. The horse has been off for a year 
but is suited to the conditions of today’s race. The price is not as generous as Cote 
D’Azur’s but SUFFICE is the standout each way bet today at 14/1 with William Hill.


https://sports.ladbrokes.com/en-gb/betting/football/specials/manager-specials/next-prem-league-manager-to-leave/225708004
http://www.williamhill.com/nui/c30-open-account-page?var3=nui/c30-open-account-page/#http://sports.williamhill.com/bet/EN/addtoslip?action=BuildSlip&sel=1729996940&price=y&ew=n&url=http://sports.williamhill.com/bet/en/betting
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Each Way Hits Is SMASHING IT And 
Needs To Be Checked Out ASAP!  

Whilst Each Way Hits specialises in the Each Way market and recently getting 
placed horses like… Sporting Boy 2nd 16/1, Who Am I 3rd 16/1, Ormesher 2nd 
20/1, Rattling Jewel 3rd 20/1 and Lasoscar 2nd 33/1 it also get’s plenty of bonus 
winners like…


1st Mont Kiara 9/1

1st Flying Fantasy 20/1

1st Billesdon Bess 11/1

1st The Mums 10/1

1st Hedging 8/1

1st Hannington 9/1

1st Archetype 9/1

1st Clearly 14/1

1st Claudine 28/1

1st Zeftan 20/1


The service was the September 2017 Champion smashing in a huge 396.52 
Points Profit for the month! 

CLICK HERE To View The Proofing.


HERE’S YOUR SPECIAL OFFER… 

As a BetFan member the link below offers you the next 14 days membership for just 
£14.00. That works out at just £1.00 a day! 

CLICK HERE To Get This Special ‘Time Sensitive’ Deal!

https://members.betfanplus.com/proofingbymonth/betfan/?oppid=352&month=2017-09
https://members.betfanplus.com/buy/10000/0/1027/qe8usyzy
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